A number of rendering algorithms in computer graphics sort three-dimensional objects by depth and assume that there is no cycle that makes the sorting impossible. One way to resolve the problem caused b y cycles i s to cut the objects into smaller pieces. In this paper we address the problem of estimating how many such cuts are always suficient. We also consider a few related algorithmic and combinatorial geometry problems.
Introduction
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NSF grant CCR-8901484, NSA grant MDA904-89-H-2030, and the scene is given by a collection of two-dimensional polygons with pairwise disjoint relative interiors.
Many of the popular algorithms that work in object space (as opposed to image space) are based on an ordering of the polygons by depth, that is, if P and Q are two polygons and P obstructs (parts of) Q as seen from the viewpoint, then P precedes Q in this order.
Notable examples are the painter's algorithm [7] , which "paints" the polygons according to this order from back to front, and the output-sensitive methods of Overmars and Sharir [ll], which process the polygons from front to back. These algorithms are correct only if an ordering of the polygons as described exists, that is, if there is no sequence of polygons PI, Pz, . . . , Pk so that Pi obstructs (parts of) Pi+l for 1 < i < k and Pk obstructs (parts of) PI. Of course, if such a cycle of polygons occurs, we can decompose (cut) one polygon into smaller pieces and thus eliminate the cycle. Such a method has been proposed by Fuchs, Kedem and Naylor [8] ; their method recursively decomposes the polygons using planes and stores the planes in the nodes of a binary tree. The construction of a view, as well as an "order of obstructions", from a given viewpoint reduces to a traversal of this tree. The decomposition effectively removes all cycles for all possible viewpoints, but depending on the choice of the planes it can require a rather large amount of storage. More recently, Paterson and Yao [13] showed how to choose the planes so that the storage does not exceed O(n2), where n is the total number of edges of the polygons, and they also demonstrate that this bound is tight for the recursive partitioning method of In this paper we consider algorithmic and combinatorial questions related to sorting objects by depth and cutting them to eliminate cycles. Our approach differs from the above as we consider a $zed viewpoint, which we assume to be a t ( O , O , + c o ) . We further simplify the problems by considering lines and rods in place of PI.
polygons -even though the resulting questions retain the inherent difficulty of the polygon problems they are easier to discuss and are more suitable for demonstrating the methods and ideas. This paper should be viewed as part of a broader effort to understand the algorithmic and combinatorial aspects of problems for lines and rods in space, see [3, 41. The interaction of lines in space, or more generally of one-dimensional objects in three-dimensional space, is -the least understood subproblem that comes up in the study of polyhedral three-dimensional objects. Much easier in many ways are planes (two-dimensional objects) and points (zero-dimensional objects), in part because they can be mapped into each other by duality, see e.g. [SI. Our study is also related to recent investigations of finite sets of lines and of weaving patterns in [12, 17, 181 . In particular, we will repeatedly make use of the results on the unrealisability of certain weaving patterns of [12] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers the problem of sorting lines and/or rods relative to a viewpoint at infinity. Section 3 proves lower and upper bounds on the maximum number of cycles in a realizable bipartite weaving, and Section 4 uses these results to derive a subquadratic bound on the number of cuts necessary to eliminate all cycles. Section 5 studies an incidence problem for lines and points in space, and Section 6 discusses the maximum number of cycles in realizable weavings that are not necessarily bipartite. Section 7 formulates several problems that remain open.
Sorting Rods and Lines
Let R be a set of n pairwise disjoint rods in space, where a rod is a relatively open connected subset of a line. We consider the problem of sorting the rods along a given direction. Assume this is the vertical direction, given by the z-axis, and that no rod in R is vertical. For two rods a, b E R we say that a is below b, for short +CO) of two sets of rods in space. The left set contains a cycle whereas the right set is cycle-free.
There is a straightforward algorithm that runs in time O(n1og n+k) in the worst case, where k is the number of pairs of rods that are related by 4. No faster algorithm is known at this time.
1. Construct the directed graph D = ( R , A ) with
2. Run a topological sorting algorithm on 8; it will either compute a linear extension of (R, +) or detect a cycle in the graph.
Note that a and b are related iff the vertical projections of a and b onto the zy-plane intersect.
Step 1 can thus be completed in time O(nlogn+k) using the optimal line segment intersection algorithm of Chazelle and Edelsbrunner [2] for the vertical projections of the rods.
Using 8, standard algorithms can be used to compute a linear extension of (R, +) in time proportional to the size of 8, that is, O(n + k) [lo] .
There are several questions raised by this straightforward result, some of which will be addressed in this paper. One is whether a set of n rods in space can be sorted in subquadratic time, even if k = @(n2). An affirmative answer for the special case where each rod is a line is given later in this section. Another question concerns the elimination of cycles. A cycle in (R, 4 ) can be eliminated by cutting any one of its rods at an appropriate point. What is the maximum number of cuts necessary to resolve all cycles, where the maximum is taken over all sets of n rods? Bounds on this number will be given in Sections 4 and 6.
The remainder of this section considers the sorting problem for the special case where R = L is a set of n lines in space. We assume that the lines are pairwise disjoint and that their vertical projections onto the zyplane are pairwise non-parallel. These assumptions are crucial for our considerations and cannot be dropped are pairwise disjoint as are the line segments in VI.
Note that any bipartite weaving forms a checkerboard pattern as illustrated in Figure 3 .1, which shows two bipartite weavings. I f a bipartite weaving (RI, 4) is realiz- A much more interesting problem than counting tetragonal cycles is to count the number of so-called elementary cycles. An elementary cycle is a tetragonal cycle defined by two adjacent rods in H and two adjacent rods in V. We define f(n) as the maximum number of elementary cycles in a realizable bipartite weaving of size n-by-n. Note that if we cut a rod a t some point we resolve at most four elementary cycles. Hence, 9 is a lower bound on the maximum number of cuts necessary to resolve all cycles in a realizable n-by-n weaving. We now state and prove the main result of this section. Proof. We first prove the upper bound and then the lower bound. The argument for the upper bound uses forbidden subgraphs and the non-realizability of the perfect 4-by-4 weaving mentioned above. The specific result on forbidden subgraphs that we use is that any bipartite graph with k plus Z nodes cannot have more than c(kZ8 + Z) arcs, for some positive constant c, if it contains no K 2 , 2 (see e.g. [l, chapter VI]).
Let W be a realizable n-by-n weaving defined by sets of rods € I = {hl, hl,. . ., h,) and V = {VI, v2,. . ., v~}.
In the figures, we draw the rods of H about horizontally in sequence from top to bottom and the rods of V about vertically in sequence from left to right (see W is not realizable. It follows that if there are indices 1 5 il < i2 5 n -1 and 1 5 jl < j z 5 n -1 with %ljl = ai1ja = ai,,, = a;,j, = 1 then we necessarily have il 5 i 2 -2 and jl 5 j2 -2. Thus, no two of the 8 rods hil,hil+l,h;,,h;,+l,vjl,vj,+l,vj,,vj,+l are the same, and together they form a perfect 4-by-4 weaving.
It follows that A cannot have such a 2-by-2 minor if W is realizable. Now think of A as the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph with n -1 and n -1 nodes. Since A contains no 2-by-2 minor with four 1's this graph contains no K z , 2 . By the forbidden subgraph result mentioned earlier it follows that there are at most c(nf + n) arcs.
The upper bound of Theorem 3.1 follows with c 2 = 4c because each ccw elementary cycle is represented by an arc in this graph, and because the same bound holds for the cw elementary cycles.
To prove the lower bound we construct a set HCV of rods that defines a bipartite weaving with a(. !) elementary cycles. It is based on a configuration of k points and 1 lines in the plane that realize Q(kfZf+k:+Z) incidences, where an incidence is a point-line pair so that the point lies on the line. A detailed description of such a configuration can be found in [SI. We remark that this number of incidences is asymptotically optimal as shown in [16, 51. For the construction we assume that n is even and we let P be a set of points and L be a set of $ lines in the yr-plane realizing aZ(n+) incidences. Without loss of generality we assume that no line in L is vertical and that no two points in P lie on a common vertical line. From P we construct a set VI that contains for each p E P the line v,, parallel to the z-axis through point p. From L we construct a set H1 that contains for each t E L the line hl that is the orthogonal projection of 1 onto the plane z = cf, with cl the slope o f t within the yz-plane. Clearly, h l n vp # 0 iff p E 1, so we have n ( n f ) pairs of intersecting lines.
We next replace each line by two nearby lines so that each intersection becomes a cycle. (2) If we sum the upper bounds on the numbers of (k,I)-cycles for all k and I with 1 5 k 5 I 5 m we get O(m5nf + m3n). This is an upper bound on the maximum total number of (k, I)-cycles for k, I 5 m since the maximum number of (I, k)-cycles is the same as the maximum number of (k,I)-cycles. In the next section we will remark that this suffices to show that O ( n 9 ) cuts are enough to eliminate all cycles in a realizable n-by-n weaving. Most likely, the upper bound on the total number of (k, I)-cycles for k, I 5 m is not tight, but we will see how t o decrease the number of cuts to O(n8) without improving this upper bound.
Cutting Cycles in the Bipartite Case
Let W be a realizable n-by-n weaving defined by sets H and V of n rods in space each. To cut a rod means to remove one of its points which, in effect, decomposes the rod into two rods. The goal of this section is t o show that it is always possible to remove all cycles in a realizable bipartite weaving with relatively few cuts. Let g(n) be the maximum, taken over all realizable nby-n weavings, of the minimum number of cuts needed to remove all cycles. Trivially, we have ?n* 5 g(n) 5 n2, where the lower bound follows from the lower bound of Theorem 3.1, and the upper bound holds because it is certainly sufficient to cut every rod of one set where it crosses over or under the rods of the other set.
A Topological Lemma
Before discussing strategies that remove all cycles with a subquadratic number of cuts, let us convince ourselves that it suffices t o cut tetragonal cycles. We first introduce some notation. we obtain a 2X-gon C' (i.e. a possibly self-intersecting polygonal closed curve with 2X edges) by drawing the piece of a line segment (the projection of a rod of the cycle) between its crossing points with the preceding line segment and the succeeding line segment. We call C' the polygon of C and augment each vertex and point of self-intersection with a bit that indicates which of the two rods crosses above the other a t this point (see Figures 4.1 and 4. 2). For convenience we call the edges of C' that lie on line segments hi bar3 and we call the edges on line segments vi posts.
The following statement about cycles in a bipartite weaving is topological in the sense that it makes no reference to the realirability or non-realizability of the weaving by rods. To the left we have a post that hits a bar when it is extended. In the middle and to the right we see a rod in V corresponding to two non-intersecting posts which hit another reflex vertex when they are extended.
Lemma 4.1 implies that if we cut each tetragonal cycle of W at one of its bars then no cycle remains. By symmetry, the same is true if we cut every tetragonal cycle at one of its posts. Observe, however, that if we cut some tetragonal cycles at their bars and others at their posts, then there is no guarantee that the resulting set of rods is cycle-free.
Here is another topological observation about the cycle structure in a bipartite weaving that will be useful in bounding the number of cuts necessary to eliminate all cycles in a realirable bipartite weaving. Let C :
hi, 4 v j , 4 hi, 4 v j , 4 hi, be two ccw tetragonal cycles with il < iz and j , < jz < j a < jq (see To the left we see a cycle whose polygon has a bar and a post that properly intersect. In the middle the polygon has two bars that overlap along a line segment. The polygon to the right has a vertex common to two bars and to two posts.
Case 2. C' is a simple polygon. Call a vertex of C' convez if its angle inside C' is less than ?r and call it refrez if it is greater than 1~. The convex vertices of C' outnumber the reflex vertices by 4. If follows that there 
A Subquadratic Bound
The strategy for eliminating all cycles in W consists of two steps. For the first step choose an integer m and cut all rods of V after every mth rod of H and all rods of H after every mth rod of V. After this step, any remaining cycle has all its rods contained within m contiguous rods of H and m contiguous rods of V. In particular, all remaining tetragonal cycles are (k, I)-cycles with k, I < m.
The second step cuts every remaining tetragonal cycle at one of its two bars; by Lemma 4.1 this eliminates all cycles.
As noted in remark (2) 
Theorem 4.2
The number of cuts necessary to eliminate all cycles in a realizable bipartite n-by-n weaving is ~( n t ) .
Proof. We choose m = I n ' ] and show that O ( m t n f +
man) cuts suffice to eliminate all (k, I)-cycles, for k, I 5 m, with the additional property that each (k, 1)-cycle is cut at one of its bars. To prove this claim we construct a bipartite graph whose nodes represent pairs of rods in H and pairs in V and whose arcs represent ccw tetragonal cycles that we choose t o cut. This graph will contain many K2,2's, but we will be able t o decompose it into a reasonably small number of graphs without K~J . The bound will then follow. A, 1 5 m, and that it is sufficient to cut each represented cycle at one of its bars. Together with the cuts of the first step these cuts will eliminate all ccw cycles. The cw cycles can be taken care of by a symmetric argument.
= (RGv,
A
It remains to show that (AI = O ( n i ) . To this end
we partition R into ("2+l) sets Bab, for integers 1 5 a 5 b 5 m, and for each set Hab we define Gab = (BabGV, Aab) as the subgraph of G induced by Rabuv.
Clearly, we have A = Ul<a<b<mAab. An important property of the partition d be that each graph G'ab has no K2,2. From this property and the extremal graph lemma mentioned earlier it follows immediately that as claimed.
We now finish the proof by specifying the sets Xab that satisfy the requirements. Intuitively, b is the difference between the indices of the two rods of the pairs in Hat. and a is the index modulo b of the first rod.
Formally, n a b = {hi, = {k,h;+b}la = i(mod)b}. We have to show that -Gab contains no K Z J . Assume it does and let hilia, hisir, @j1ja, and iijsj4 be the four nodes of a K~J . By definition of Hob we have i l < il + iz 5 i 3 < i 3 + i 4 , assuming il < is; moreover, il + iz cannot be equal t o i3 because both {hilia, V j l j a } and {&s;4, @jlja} define a ccw cycle. Furthermore, jl # j 3 because otherwise the region bounded by the polygon of @jlja} is contained in the region of {hilia, Vjsj4} or vice verse, which is a contradiction to condition (ii) of the definition of G'. So assume jl < j,.
By the observation at the end of section 4.1 we have j 1 < jl + j z I j 3 < j 3 + j 4 , and jl + j 2 # j 3 because the cycles defined by {Fi1ia, Sj1j,} and {iiilia, Sjsj,} are both ccw. Thus, we have il < il + i 2 < i 3 < i 3 + i 4 and j 1 < j 1 + j 2 < j 3 < j 3 + j 4 . But if the four cyand { h i s i r , Vjsj,} are all ccw then the eight rods form a perfect 4-by-4 weaving which is not realizable.
cles defined by { h l i a i ejlja}, { X i l i a i * j s j 4 } i {hiair, V j l j a } ,
A Combinatorial Incidence Problem
In an attempt to understand the combinatorics of cycles in the general, i.e. not necessarily bipartite case, we study the following combinatorial incidence problem. Call a point that is the intersection of three noncoplanar lines a joint. What is the maximum number of joints defined by a set of n lines in space? The rationale behind studying joints is that a local change permits us to open a joint into an elementary cycle. Incidentally, this is precisely the connection between the lower bound on the number of joints (next paragraph) and the lower bound on the number of elementary cycles (Section 6). It is fairly easy to prove that f i ( n + ) is a lower bound for the maximum number of joints. Take k planes in general position and observe that they intersect pairwise in n = (: ) lines. We have ( : ) = n ( n i ) joints at.
the intersections of any three planes. The main result of this section is a subquadratic u p per bound on the number ofjoints defined by n lines. Its proof is self-contained, except for a result on extremal graphs and some properties of quadratic surfaces. The specific result on graphs we use is that a graph with n nodes and no K3,t has a t most O ( t i n f ) arcs (see e.g.
[I, chapter VI]).
Among the quadratic surfaces (quudfics) in space we are interested in those that contain lines. Aside from cylinders and cones there are two kinds of such surfaces (called reguli), namely hyperboloids of one sheet and hyperbolic paraboloids (see e.g. [15] ). Being a quadratic surface, a regulus intersects any line in a t most two points or it contains the entire line. Another property we use is that any regulus q is ruled by two disjoint infinite families of lines, L1 and L2, that is, q = ULELl .! = 1. Call two lines skew if they are disjoint and not parallel. The lines in L1 and L2 have the property that any pair from L1 or from L2 is skew and every line in L1 meets or is parallel to every line in L2. Furthermore, for any three pairwise skew lines there is a unique regulus that contains the three lines. We are now ready to prove the upper bound. at this stage B could be the complete graph and it will take some pruning to get a subquadratic upper bound on the number of joints using 9. The pruning is done in three steps: first, we remove joints of high degree, second, we remove planes containing many lines, and third, we remove reguli containing many lines. Let T be a positive integer to be specified later.
Step 1. For each joint p incident to i ( p ) > T lines in L we remove from A the (i(:)) arcs { . ! 1 , & ) with 11 n L2 = p . After removing these arcs, p is an orphan, that is, there is no arc left witnessing that p is a joint. At the end of step 1, the number of orphan joints is at most ?a.
Step 2. As long as there is a plane h containing j ( h ) 2 T lines of N we remove from N the j ( h ) lines and from A the incident arcs. Each line not contained in h meets h in at most one point, which implies that h contains at most n -j ( h) 5 n joints and thus its deletion generates a t most the same number of new orphans. The number of planes h considered is at most 9 which implies that step 2 adds at most $ orphans to those created in step 1.
Step 3. As long as there is a regulus q so that j ( q ) 2 T lines lie on q we remove from N the j ( q ) lines and from A the incident arcs. Each line not contained in q meets q in at most two points, which implies that q contains at most 2n -2 j ( q ) 5 2n joints. The number of reguli considered is at most : . Hence, step 3 turns at most
We argue that after the three steps B contains no K3,zr. Suppose B contains a K3,zr and let the lines that form this subgraph be a l l u2, a3 and b1, bz, . . . , bzr.
Assume first that a1 and u2 are not skew. If they are parallel then all lines bi lie on the plane defined by a1 and a2 contradicting step 2. If a1 fl u2 = p then at least half of the bi go through p, contradicting step 1, or at least half lie in the plane defined by a1 and UZ, contradicting step 2. Finally, assume that a l l 0 2 , a3 are pairwise skew. Then they define a unique regulus with u l , a2, u3 in one family of ruling lines and the bi in the other family, thus contradicting step 3.
After the three steps (2 contains no K3,zr and therefore IAl = O ( . r f n f ) . This number is also an upper bound on the number of non-orphan joints -the number of orphan joints is O( <). The claim thus follows if 2n= joints to orphans.
-, .
we set 7 = LniJ.
e3
Remarks.
(1) The problem of joints has a dual version which is obtained by mapping points to polar planes, planes to polar points, and lines to polar lines. Call three lines concurrent if they meet in a common point or are parallel, and for a given set of lines call a plane a joining plane if it contains at least three non-concurrent lines of the set. The dual version of Theorem 5.1 statFs that a set of n lines in space defines at most O ( n T ) joining planes.
(2) For the case where the set of lines can be partitioned into three classes of parallel lines, the results in [14] imply an upper bound of O ( n i ) for the number of joints. This bound is tight.
Counting Elementary Cycles in the General Case
In this section we consider realizable weavings that are not necessarily bipartite and study the maximum number of elementary cycles. To define the notion of an elementary cycle we need a few definitions.
Let L be a set of n rods in space and define L' = fect, that is, each line would strictly alternate between crossing "over" and crossing "under", see Figure 6 .1. As Figure 6 .1: The weaving to the left is perfect but not realizable; each bounded region corresponds to an elementary cycle. In the weaving to the right, which is realizable, each line alternates a t least about times between "over" and "under"; still there is not a single elementary cycle.
proved in [12] , a perfect weaving of n 2 4 lines is not realizable. This implies that the number of elementary cycles is strictly less than the number of bounded regions of the arrangement, provided n 2 4. However, at this time no subquadratic upper bound on the number of elementary cycles is known, although Theorem 5.1 suggests that the number is subquadratic in n, maybe even ~( n f ) .
Observe that if we could prove that any realizable weaving of n lines in space has a line that alternates at most a sublinear number of times between "over" and "under", then induction would establish a subquadratic upper bound on the number of elementary cycles. However, such a line does not necessarily exist, as is indicated by the realizable weaving on the right hand side of Figure 6 .1.
In the remainder of this section we show that n ( n f ) is a lower bound for the maximum number of elementary cycles in a realizable weaving of n lines. For the construction take k planes in general position in space and consider the set L of n = (3) lines of intersection.
Let c > 0 be a sufficiently small real number. For a line ! E L let h+ and h-be the two planes that intersect in e. We define two lines ! + and l -parallel to 1, so that ! + lies in h+ and vertically above h-, 1-lies in h-and vertically above h+, and 1; and e'_ each lie a t distance 6 from 1' (Figure 6 .2).
4
Figure 6.2: If e), , el,, e$ E L' meet in a common point p then e;+, !;-, e),+, fi-, e;+, e; -form a hexagonal region around p.
We form a set L, = {e, 1 ! E L} where 1, is randomly chosen to be either 1, or e-. Let p be the point of intersection of three lines e), , el,, fg E L' and consider the hexagon defined by e;+, l),-,.t;+,l;-, e;+, f;-. If ti,, Cl,,, Pi, contain three pairwise non-adjacent edges of the hexagon then they form an elementary cycle. Since there are 23 = 8 ways to choose the lines ! l + , ! 2 , , fa, and two choices lead to an elementary cycle we conclude that the expected number of elementary cycles in the weaving defined by L, is at least ; (: ) = a(.$).
Therefore, there is a choice of L, with at least this many elementary cycles.
Remark. One aspect of the above construction is its close relationship to the problem of joints of the previous section.
Discussion
This paper presents a multitude of algorithmic and combinatorial results for problems about cycles in a view of a finite set of rods and lines in three-dimensional space. The problems considered are mptivated by hidden surface removal algorithms, such as the painter's algorithm, and include sorting the rods or lines, bounding the number of cycles they can form, and cutting cycles. Our investigations leave and raise a number of open problems including the general quest to improve the bounds obtained in Theorems 2.1, 3.1, 4.2, and 5.1 . We also state a few more specific problems.
(1) Prove a subquadratic upper bound on the number of elementary cycles in a realizable weaving defined by n lines in space. The current best lower bound is Q(n4) as demonstrated in Section 6.
(2) Show that a subquadratic number of cuts is sufficient to eliminate all cycles in a view of a set of n rods or lines in space. The lower bound on the number of elementary cycles implies that n(n*) cuts are sometimes necessary. A related problem is to cut the rods or lines so that all views of the set are free of cycles. Paterson and Yao [13] show that O ( n 2 ) cuts are sufficient for this more general problem. Is this bound tight or is a subquadratic number of cuts sufficient?
(3) In Section 4 we show that O ( n 8 ) cuts are sufficient to eliminate all cycles in a realizable bipartite n-by-n weaving, but we have no fast algorithm that finds these cuts.
(4) Another interesting algorithmic question is to sort n rods in space in subquadratic time, assuming the rods form no cycle.
